
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            

 

                                                    

 

 

  Pre-School Post 

No.14 29th April 2022 

Hello, 

It was lovely to see how quickly the children settled 

back into Pre-school after the holidays and were full 

of stories of places they had been, people they had 

seen and more. 

We welcome a few new families this term and those 

children have begun their stay and play settling 

sessions.  

In pre-school we have been planting bulbs, cutting 

herbs and old daffodils practicing our fine motor 

skills. We have used our creative skills to make spring 

lambs using potato mashers in paint, glue and cotton 

wool for extra fluffiness. Group games both small 

group puzzles and board games as well as large 

activities such as parachute and lycra have really 

taken off as children are more confident to take part 

with both their improved listening skills (yes they can 

do it!) and confidence to put themselves forward to 

be the cat or mouse (a chase game we play with 

parachute) We notice how many are more 

independent now and we often hear “watch me!” “I 

can do it!” which is brilliant. 

A big Thank you to all those parents engaging with 

Class Dojo, children have started requesting our Ipads 

“to show my friends about…” This greatly helps their 

language and social communication skills to both their 

friends and us. 

*Reminder Bank Holiday Monday 2nd May –No Pre-

school. 

Kerry Evans                                                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

My email, should you need to contact me, is k.evans@stockbridge.hants.sch.uk 

Sun cream 

Please return the slips to give us permission to         

re- apply at lunch time especially for those all day 

children. We are sure you don’t want to return to 

do this in the middle of the day. All children should 

have it applied before pre-school and parent’s will 

be asked to apply if not. Staff will only re-apply in 

the middle of the day or if they feel it may have 

washed off from water play etc. If this permission 

slip has been misplaced please let us know and we 

can arrange another copy for you. 

Pre-school have sun hats but if your child would 

like to leave one of their own at pre-school with 

their name labelled that is fine too. All children will 

be encouraged to wear a hat in the garden when 

the sun is present more for safety. 

Magazines 

If any of you have any magazines at home that 

you would like to donate to Pre-school they 

would be gratefully received. 

 Any children’s comics or other magazines with 

vehicles, animals, maps or other suitable 

magazines would be perfect for practicing our 

cutting skills as well as shared interests to talk 

about in our cosy corner. These provide a 

different literacy experience for children and 

often spark conversations of interest.  


